What About GPS and GIS?
Inventory data collection and display are becoming easier
and faster for communities with the funds and equipment
to use global positioning systems (GPS) and geographic
information systems (GIS). Hand-held or backpack
instruments receive signals from satellites that pinpoint
locations on earth. Unfortunately, inexpensive GPS units may
only be accurate to within several feet, not close enough for
properly locating individual trees along a street. More costly
units, however, provide the accuracy of survey work.
GIS allows trees or other “data points” to be displayed
electronically on maps. “Layers” of features such as utilities,
fire hydrants, street lights, or individual trees can be added
or deleted with a keystroke. This technology provides a
wonderful visual display of the community’s forest. “Clicking”
on an individual tree can even be used to bring up on the
screen all information about that tree!

THE I-TREE SUITE
The i-Tree suite of computer programs can help you
collect and analyze data for a wide variety of purposes.
These amazing tools can help you get additional
information from your inventory that quantifies the
value of your community’s green infrastructure. These
programs have been developed by the U.S. Forest Service
in cooperation with Davey Resource Group, the Arbor Day
Foundation, the Society of Municipal Arborists, and the
International Society of Arboriculture. The use of these
programs is free and they can be downloaded from
www.itreetools.org. Additional applications are being
added, but two fundamental programs are:

i-Tree Streets focuses only on street trees. It can
use either existing sample or complete inventory data or
be used in the initial collection phase. The results quantify
and put a dollar value on the environmental and aesthetic
benefits of the community’s street trees. It also summarizes
the age, size, and conditions of the trees and can be used
to guide their future management.
i-Tree Eco looks at the entire urban forest — street
trees, park trees, and privately owned trees. It relies on
either a complete inventory or, more commonly, data from
randomly located plots. It requires local air pollution and
meteorological data but then quantifies the environmental
effects and value of the urban forest. It also summarizes
the overall structure of the trees (age, size, etc.).
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How to Conduct a Street Tree Inventory
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hether a farmer or a diamond merchant,
anyone who produces or manages items
of value keeps an inventory. The figures are
not only a monitor of current value, but a
constant guide to decisions. In community
forestry, a street tree inventory can be a
valuable tool for upgrading management
and assuring a healthy forest for the future.
There have been many people lost in the
woods while carrying a compass, an instrument
they thought would prevent such a happenstance.
Once lost, they found there is nothing magic about
carrying a compass — it must be working properly
and the bearer must know how to use it.
Community tree inventories are much the
same. It is often said that an inventory is the
necessary first step toward good management of
the tree resource. Yet, it is also well known that
in smaller cities, especially, once an inventory has
been completed, the results often end up on the
proverbial shelf to gather dust. Rather than being
a help to management, the inventory is held up by
taxpayers or an elected official as an example of
wasted time and money.
In larger cities, an inventory is more often
part of the daily routine of tree management. Its
initial preparation is a major project, but once
completed it is used regularly to plan work for city
crews or contractors and to keep tabs on what is
accomplished. On this scale, both the inventory
and its use are work for experts.
In smaller communities there is more
opportunity — and need — to adopt inventorybased tree management. It is toward this goal that
Bulletin 23 is dedicated. In these pages are some
of the basics needed to conduct a useful inventory.
More instruction and professional guidance will be
necessary before the work is actually conducted,
but for the uninitiated or someone who has had
a brief and bad experience with an inventory, the
purpose here is to remove some of the mystery and
point the way toward inventories that help. As can
be seen on page 8, computer technology, combined
with the results from years of research, has now
made tree inventories more useful than ever.

With some professional training and guidance, volunteers can help gather the data
necessary in a street tree inventory.

